SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE ON LEGAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS
BUDGET ESTIMATES 2017

Australian Federal Police
Question No. BE17-164

Senator Pratt asked the following question on 05 June 2017:
Page 97 of the AGD Portfolio Estimates Statement 2017-18 indicates there will be a reduction of
$184,367,000 in funding to the AFP over the forward estimates.
Year Funding for Outcome 1
2016-17
$1,255,166,000
2017–18
$1,239,647,000
2018–19
$1,227,308,000
2019–20
$1,197,449,000
2020–21
$1,173,069,000
Total difference

Difference compared to 2016-17
-$15,813,000
-$28,152,000
-$58,011,000
-$82,391,000
-$184,367,000

Source: AGD Portfolio Estimates Statement 2017-18 (see page 97)
https://www.ag.gov.au/Publications/Budgets/Budget2017-18/Documents/Attorney-Generalsportfolio-2017-18-PBS-full-report.pdf
1) Please confirm that these figures are correct.
2) Please outline where these cuts will fall – what programs will see a reduction in funding?
3) Has the AFP prepared any plans or documents for responding to this funding reduction?
4) In response to a question at Additional Estimates on 28 February 2017, the AFP
Commissioner mentioned fraud work, organised crime work and drug work as areas which
would be affected by cuts in funding to Outcome 1.
a. Does the AFP continue to stand by these comments?
b. If so, will the AFP’s fraud work, organised crime work and drug work be affected by the
$184 million reduction outlined above?
c. Please list any other areas that will have a reduction due to this $184 million cut over the
forward estimates.

The response to the honourable Senator’s question is as follows:
1) One correction has been made to the table below, please find below updated table:
Year

Funding for Outcome 1

Difference compared
to 2016-17

1

2016-17

$1,255,460,000

2017–18

$1,239,647,000

-$15,813,000

2018–19

$1,227,308,000

-$28,152,000

2019–20

$1,197,449,000

-$58,011,000

2020–21

$1,173,069,000

-$82,391,000

Total difference

-$184,367,000

Please note that the above table are total expenses and include funding from cost
recovered activities and are not just departmental appropriations.
2) The movement in departmental appropriations is shown in the following table. Please
also refer Questions on notice from Senator Wong (BE17/001 and BE17/037) and
Senator Watt (BE17/038).

2

3

3)

The AFP will implement the new measures announced in the Budget consistent with the
Government decisions including National Security – Australian Federal Police Additional Resourcing and Solomon Islands Police Development Program. The previous
RAMSI mission and PNG partnership programs have ceased and consequently that work
will cease consistent with those decisions. Planning to implement the measures is well
advanced.

4)
a. The AFP Commissioner stated that the forward estimates show known budget
changes at the point of the forward estimates being published, and that in
discussions with Government there will be measures that will cease and there will
be measures that will start. This is part of the funding cycle that all agencies go
through.
b. Those business areas supported by funding provided through terminating
measures will be the most affected if future funding is not provided when the
measures terminate. These are the subject of future funding decisions.
c. Those business areas supported by funding provided through terminating
measures will be the most affected if future funding is not provided when the
measures terminate. These are the subject of future funding decisions.
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